The first step towards a heart attack is a condition called Ventricular Arrhythmia. This paper proposes a system that uses the advanced digital signal processing techniques to analyse electrocardiogram (ECG) signals and recognise the Arrhythmia condition. In addition, proposed method can differentiate the more dangerous condition, Ventricular Arrhythmia from a simple Arrhythmia. The proposed technique combines the classical ECG signal parameters (e.g. Heart Rate Variability) with the standard statistical signal parameters, nonlinear parameters used in the fields of Chaos Theory and parameters obtained using Symbolic Analysis techniques. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is employed in order to reduce the size of ECG parameter set and is followed by a clustering algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
An arrhythmia is an irregular rhythm of the heartbeat which can occur occasionally or continuously. Irregularities in the rhythm of the heart can have various causes including disease (e.g. coronary artery disease, diabetes, cardiomyopathy), medications, an aging heart or metabolic problems. Various types of heart arrhythmia can occur and most of them are those where heart skips a beat or has an extra beat. While most of cardiac arrhythmias are temporary and benign some arrhythmias may be life-threatening and require treatment. One of the most serious arrhythmias is sustained ventricular arrhythmia, usually caused by the damaged heart muscle. It is therefore crucial for the patient to receive urgent medical attention when this type of arrhythmia occurs. Ventricular arrhythmia can be detected by analysing the electrocardiogram (ECG) signal.
A significant amount of work has been done in the area of ECG signal analysis. The applied methods range from classical linear approaches, autocorrelation (Guillén, et al., 1989) , frequency domain (Minami, et al., 1999; Khadra, et al., 1997) , time-frequency domain, symbolic analysis (Cammarota and Rogora, 2006) , to the nonlinear analysis and chaos theory (Bonasera, et al., 2007) .
Recent research shows that the dynamics underlying the cardiac signals exhibits the nonlinear features and indicates the possibility of deterministic chaos nature of ECG signals (Kantz and Schreiber, 1998; Owis, et al., 2002) . Several features can be used to describe dynamics of this type of systems. Nevertheless, these studies have applied such techniques only to a short section, i.e. few samples of ECG signals that did not allow the extraction of a general statistical description of the dynamics of different arrhythmia types.
Given that such techniques are particularly sensitive to parameter variations, it was not possible to directly utilize these results or draw conclusions based on these studies about the robustness of their implementations. Therefore, the need arises for a study of the ECG behaviour based on a large number of signals using a suitable algorithm for the characterization of time series coming from physiological systems with the aim to realize an automatic solution for the characterization of the nonlinear dynamics of the ECG signal and its variation with different arrhythmia types.
The approach proposed in this paper computes these features for a large number of independent ECG signals belonging to three different ECG signal types from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (Cambridge, 1997) also including normal subjects (Milan, 1992) . The results indicate ability of the proposed method to accurately discriminate between different pathological states which makes described technique suitable for future clinical applications. The block scheme shown in Figure 1 illustrates the procedure used to classify those three ECG types. Dimensionality reduction step, which follows the parameter extraction procedure, implies the reduction of the number of extracted parameters in the set prior to ECG data classification attempted in the final stage of the process. Arrhythmias can occur with a normal heart rate, with heart rates slower than normal (bradyarrhythmia -less than 60 beats/min) or with a rapid heart rates (tachyarrhythmiahigher than 100 beats/min). Examples of normal, arrhythmia and ventricular arrhythmia ECGs are shown in Figure 2 . The formed dataset consists of 30 subjects in total: 10 normal subjects, 10 subjects suffering from arrhythmia and 10 subjects suffering from ventricular arrhythmia.
The term "ventricular arrhythmias" incorporates a wide spectrum of abnormal cardiac rhythms, from single premature ventricular complexes (PvCs) to sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT), polymorphic VT, and ventricular fibrillation. these arrhythmias predominantly occur in patients with structural heart diseases, such as ischemic and dilated cardiomyopathies. However, benign forms of VT can also occur among individuals without evidence of cardiac disease. Evaluation of the underlying disease substrate is important, as the etiology not only provides clues to the mechanism of the arrhythmia, but also determines the patient's prognosis and the appropriate therapy, which differ between the various forms of ventricular arrhythmia (Robert-Thomson, et al., 2011) .
The time series relative to the normal subjects were acquired with a sampling frequency f s =500 Hz, while the time series relative to arrhythmic patients have f s =250 Hz or 360 Hz for Ventricular Arrhythmia (both Ventricular Tachycardia and Ventricular Fibrillation).
PARAMETERS EXTRACTION
Four groups of parameters have been extracted from five sections of each recorded ECG signal. This provided us with a new dataset of 20 parameters (dimensions). Parameter groups and individual parameters extracted from ECG signals are shown in Table 1 . Each section used for parameter extraction was of 2 minutes duration. The rest of this section describes each group of parameters in more details. 
where M is the total number of steps recorded. Physically Π is a quantity somewhat related to the "power" of the system and it represents the average rate of change of the time series in the considered time window, expressed in mV/s.
Second group of parameters is related to nonlinear nature of ECG signals. Recent studies of nonlinear analysis applied to ECG signals indicate the possibility of deterministic chaos existing in ECG signals (L. Glass, 1996) . Several characteristics can be used to describe the chaotic system behaviour. The maximum Lyapunov exponent is often fully representative of the sensitivity to initial condition (stretching phase) of a given dynamics, being positive for chaotic behaviour of the analysed system (Strogatz, 1998) . The asymptotic distance between trajectories starting from the very close initial conditions is, called d-infinite (d ∞ ) and can also be exploited in order to characterise chaotic behaviours; this parameter not only characterizes the stretching but also the folding phase (Owis, et al., 2002 In the theoretical determination of the λ ¸ and d ∞ , the knowledge of the finite difference equations in the discrete domain as well as the differential equations in the continuous domain is fundamental. However, in the experimental field the laws that describe the dynamical evolution of the nonlinear system variables are not known, thus making the computation of those parameters difficult.
The procedure developed here evaluates the d ∞ as the asymptotic value of the average distance between trajectories that are directly extracted from the time series. This implementation is computationally less demanding compared to the conventional ones, since it is not based on the timedelay embedding concept and requires no intermediate computational steps to obtain the final result. Developed procedure evaluates the d ∞ as the asymptotic value of the average distance between trajectories that are directly extracted from the time series. This algorithm is particularly suitable when coping with extended datasets, both in time and in space.
Parameters Extract from RR
Third group of parameters include the indicators of heart rate variability (HRV). In order to compute HRV parameters, the precise timing of heart beats (R peaks) needs to be determined using filter banks (Afonso, et al., 1999) and the ECG beat detection algorithm. With the R peaks detected in the signal, heart rate fluctuations are assessed by calculating parameters based on the statistics of RR intervals i.e. time intervals between two successive heart beats. Eight HR parameters have been calculated and used for classification with the method proposed in this paper. Those are: the mean of HR (µ HR ), the mean of RR intervals (µ RR ), the standard deviation of RR intervals (σ RR ), the maximum of RR intervals length (RR max ), the minimum of RR intervals length (RR min ), the difference between minimum and maximum of RR intervals length (d RR ), the root of the mean squared differences of successive RR intervals (RMSSD) and the total number of beats (N RR ).
The parameters based on symbolic analysis of ECG data Rogora, 2005, 2006) have been obtained by converting the data series into a sequence of symbols (Kim, et al., 2000) . An important feature of binary words extracted in this way can be observed. If the binary words are extracted from a sequence X i of independent random variables with the same distribution, then the distribution of binary words does not depend on the distribution of the X i 's (Kim, et al., 2000) . We refer to this property as "i.i. 
PARAMETERS FUSION APPROACHES AND CLASSIFICATION
The parameter fusion in the proposed system has been achieved using a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) method. This is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique which searches for the combinations of correlated parameters that can best explain the obtained data set and maximise the discriminative capability of the employed clustering algorithm. LDA (Minami, et al., 1999; Khadra, et al., 1997) transforms data into a lower dimensional space by maximising the intercluster distances between the data and at the same time minimising the intraclaster distances within a given class. However, LDA method is not without its drawbacks. It is only optimal for Gaussian distributions and can overfit the given data set. Alternatives to LDA method will therefore be investigated in the future work on this project.
In the final stage of the proposed system, K-means algorithm was used to classify data using reduced parameter set (Xu, Wunsch, 2009 ). K-means clustering is one of the most commonly used algorithms in classification and clustering problems due to its simplicity and efficiency. Given a set of n data points in d-dimensional space and an integer k representing the number of classes, the task of the clustering algorithm is to determine a set of K points, called centres, by minimising the mean squared distance from each data point to its nearest centre.
RESULTS OF CLUSTERING
According to the previous sections LDA has been applied on the full 20-D data set to reduce its dimensionality before the classification process. At this stage of classification system development the influence of various parameter sets on the classification results has been evaluated. To do this objectively, various combinations of extracted parameters have been fed into dimensionality reduction algorithm and the size of test and training sets varied. Parameter combinations used for classification system tests are listed in Table 2 . For each of those parameter combinations, the generated dataset has been divided in training and test portions, each portion retaining the equal amount of parameters representing three different ECG conditions. Respectively 50%, 40% and 30% of all data has been used to test the system classification performance with the rest of the data being used up in the system training phase.
Fig 6. Results of LDA data fusion
The results are shown in Figure 6 indicating robustness of the approach to changes in the size of training set. Table  2 More importantly, Figure 6 indicates the improved classification rate achieved by adding new parameter groups, those obtained employing nonlinear and symbolic algebra techniques, to the final parameter set. This is also evident by observing the data clouds representing three ECG signal types. Figure. 7 shows 2D data clouds obtained after dimensionality reduction stage using parameter groups indicated by Index 6 from Table 2 as an input to dimensionality reduction stage of the classification system. Increased separation between those clouds can be observed in Figure 8 where parameter combination fed into dimensionality reduction algorithm has been improved by adding symbolic parameters thus forming parameter combination described by Index 8 in Table 2 . Test sets containing 30% of available data have been used in both cases. Table  2 .
CONCLUSIONS
This work presents an approach to ECG signal classification based on a number of dissimilar parameter groups extracted from those signals using various signal processing techniques. In addition to the standard heart rate and statistical parameters, new parameter groups based on nonlinear analysis of ECG signals and symbolic analysis have been extracted from the signals and used for classification. Both of new parameter groups had a significant impact on classification results and have considerably improved the algorithm performance. Effectiveness of the LDA algorithm, applied here as a parameter fusion tool, in order to combine and reduce the number of parameters used in the final classification step, has also been demonstrated. Future work on this project will therefore concentrate on implementing and testing other dimensionality reduction schemes such as principal component analysis (PCA) or independent component analysis (ICA) and combining them with more advanced classification algorithms. Possibility of performing LDA in a PCA transformed space (Jian Yang, Jing-yuYang, 2003) will also be investigated as well as the use of some recently developed signal processing techniques in order to add new parameters to the set and further improve classification performance.
